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Overview: 

 Nick Cook comes from Marietta, GA where he lives 

and has his shop.  He has been a woodturner for over 45 

years.  His expertise includes 

production, artistic, and 

architectural turning.  He has 

demonstrated for AAW 

Symposia, many chapters of 

the AAW and abroad.  He has taught at John C. Campbell Folk 

School, Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts, Appalachian 

Center for Arts and Crafts, Anderson Ranch, and the Center 

for Furniture Craftsmanship.  Nick is a founding member of 

the AAW and served on its Board of Directors for six years.  He was vice-president of the 

AAW and has been named a lifetime honorary member of that organization.  Nick last 

demonstrated for CMW in December 2004. 

  

Morning Session: 

 Nick began his demo by turning a garden dibble from 

a 2 x 2 x 10” piece of poplar.  A dibble is a device that when 

pushed into prepared garden soil creates a hole of a 

defined depth for a bulb – very handy for planting 

daffodils, tulips, etc.  

 He used a skew to rough the piece into a cylinder.  He 

used the center third of the skew edge.  Then Nick formed two beads:  one at the tailstock 

end and the other nearly at the center of the piece.  The area between the two beads was 

shaped into the handle of the dibble.  He shaped the other end into a cone that tapered 

from the handle to a point at the other end.  He marked one-inch increments with the skew 

so that when planting bulbs one knows the planting depth.  Nick parted off the piece at the 

tailstock end first.  This completed the garden dibble. 

 Next Nick placed a 1 x 1 x 8” piece of hard maple 

between centers and roughed a cylinder.  This time he used 

the roughing gouge.  This was the beginning of a honey dipper.  

He used a fluted parting tool to make grooves at close 

intervals along about two inches of the tailstock end of the 

piece.  These would hold the honey when one uses the dipper.  

The remaining portion of the piece became the handle.  Normally, Nick finishes the dipper 

with mineral oil and beeswax. 

 Then he made a Christmas ornament of a snowman wearing a hat using a 1 x 1 x 8” 

piece of hard maple.  After Nick roughed it into a cylinder, he formed a hat on the tailstock 

end with a head shape under the hat.  He made the hat and head to about the same 

diameters.  Then he shaped the body into an elongated cone and turned a small bead or ball 



 

 

on the thinner, headstock end of the cone for decorative purposes.  He used a piece of  1/8” 

Masonite to burnish the hatband.  Nick place a screw eye in the top of 

the hat to hang the ornament after he drilled a pilot hole to accept the 

screw eye.  He used puff paint  to decorate the ornament.  He made a 

face on the head and placed buttons on the body. 

 For his fourth item Nick turned a spurtle (a stirring stick).  He 

placed a 1 x 1 x 12” piece of hard maple between centers and roughed it 

into a cylinder.  He turned the handle of the spurtle into a thistle shape 

at the tailstock end.  The headstock (stirring) end was 

shaped round and the piece parted off. 

             Then Nick turned a muddler (fruit crusher) 

using a 1 x 1 x 12” piece of hard maple.  He roughed it into 

a cylinder.  He formed a bead about 4” from the 

tailstock end and a handle between the bead and the 

tailstock.  Nick flattened the headstock end so that 

it could crush fruit could in the bottom of one’s glass.  

It was tapered from the bottom to the bead and parted off. 

 Nick next turned a baby rattle.  He had previously routed grooves 

in two 4-quarter pieces of hard maple and placed 9 beans (black-eyed 

peas for Southern rattles) in the groove and then glued the two pieces 

together.  The end where the groove and beans were was marked with a 

red marker so that he would not turn into the space holding the beans 

when turning the rattle shape.  Nick uses Titebond #2 glue.  He 

roughed the piece into a cylinder and 

shaped the rattle.  For safety reasons 

the final diameter must be at least 1 11/16”, but he 

typically makes them 1 3/4 inches.  He parted it off and 

under normal circumstances finishes the rattle with 

mineral oil and beeswax. 

 Next Nick placed several 2 x 2 x 5” pieces of hard maple between centers and 

roughed them into cylinders.  He formed tenons on each end of the first cylinder and 

parted it in two (1/3:2/3).  The other cylinders had a tenon turned on 

one end only.  With a chuck with #2 jaws placed on the headstock, 

Nick placed one of the above turned single tenon cylinders in the jaws 

and turned a spinning top using a º inch swept back grind bowl gouge, 

then using a chatter tool textured the top.  Then he highlighted the 

textured with colored markers.  Using what 

remained in the chuck, Nick turned a second 

top.  Instead of a point turned for the top to spin on, he formed a 

hollowed out area (1/4”).  This makes the top skate across the floor 

instead of just spinning in one area.  He used a Wagner texturing 

tool to decorate this top. 

 Using another cylinder with a single tenon, Nick turned a 

goblet.  He placed it in the #2 jaws and trued up the cylinder.  The 

first thing he shaped was the goblet bowl.  For stability one should not make the stem, at 

this point, less than 1/2 of the goblet bowl diameter.  Then Nick hollowed the bowl portion 



 

 

using the º” bowl gouge. One could use a scraper here.  To complete the inside surface he 

used an Easy Finisher.  Once hollowed Nick turned the stem portion and 

formed a captive ring around the stem.  He used a hook shaped tool to 

complete the free captive ring.  Then he completed and parted off the 

base of the goblet. 

 Next Nick turned a box using the previously roughed 

cylinder that he parted in two (1/3:2/3).  He placed the shorter 

1/3 in the jaws, finished the end surface and hollowed it.  Using a 

shop-made tool he turned a groove parallel to the wall of the box.  This will accept a 

tenon that to be turned on the bottom portion of the box.  He measured the depth 

of the top and added º” for the thickness of the lid.  Then he parted it off.  Next 

Nick placed the bottom part of the box in the jaws.  He made 

a finishing cut across the end grain and turned a tenon using 

a Bedan tool.  Initially, the tenon was tapered so Nick could 

do a test fit on the top portion.  After the fit on the narrow 

portion of the taper was 

satisfactory, he made the tenon 

parallel and removed the taper.  

With the top placed on the bottom Nick shaped the top and sides 

of the box.  Next he removed the top (lid) and hollowed the bottom.  

Nick made the bottom twice as deep as the top to maintain the 

2/3:1/3 ratio.  He used the box scraper to finish the inside.  He 

measured the depth and added º” for the bottom thickness, then 

parted it off.  Nick shaped the wood remaining in the chuck as a 

jam chuck for the bottom section so that the base of the bottom 

could be shaped and completed.  The bottom was undercut slightly.  

He made two small decorative rings on the bottom.  This completed the lidded box and the 

morning session. 

 

Afternoon Session: 

 Nick began this session by making a coffee scoop.  He 

placed a 2 x 2 x 6” piece of hard maple in the #2 jaws.  He 

formed the scoop in the distal portion and drilled a º” hole 

into the side grain.  He hollowed the scoop using the º” gouge 

followed by the Easy Finisher.  Nick parted off the scoop 

and placed it on a jam chuck so he could complete the base 

of the scoop.  He turned the handle of the scoop out of contrasting 

wood (walnut).  The walnut was 1 x 1 x 8”.  He placed it between 

centers and roughed it into a cylinder.  Nick turned details on the 

handle near the end that would fit into the scoop.  He made a small 

tenon using a º” emission seizing wrench as a caliper.  Then he 

turned the remainder of the handle.  It was parted off, and the º” 

tenon fitted into the º” hole in the side of the scoop.  Nick made a 

small point on the end of the tenon and it protruded into the scoop 

a short distance.  This added another small decorative detail to the piece. 

 Next Nick demonstrated a 3-legged stool.  He turned the seat from a piece of 



 

 

ambrosia maple 2” thick and 12” in diameter.  The three leg holes had been drilled earlier at 

14-15 degrees and 1” diameter x 1” deep.  Nick previously drilled 

the seat for a screw chuck. Using this hole Nick placed the seat 

on the chuck with a spacer.  Using a 3/8” bowl gouge he shaped 

the seat.  He trued up the edge and turned the undersurface to 

give the seat a lighter 

appearance.  He rolled the 

edges of the upper surface 

and dished out about ?” deep 

at the center.  Nick used a point tool to create some 

detail around the outer upper surface of the seat.  This 

consisted of two beads.  He refined these with a spindle gouge. 

 Nick turned the legs for the stool from 2 x 2 x 12” soft maple.  After he roughed 

them into cylinders, he used a 1” open-end wrench as a caliper to turn the 1” diameter 

tenons to fit into the seat.  He made the tenons 1” long.  The legs were a Windsor style.  

Nick slightly rolled the top of the distal tenon then added other 

details and completed the legs.  Nick made a point that if one 

makes a tenon slightly too small it can be scored with the skew so 

that as it is put in the seat hole it will cause the tenon to enlarge 

and give a tighter fit. 

 The legs on the stool, because they are angled, splay out, 

therefore, they do not have to be identical in every detail.  However, 

if making multiple balusters where each lines up next to the next one, 

the balusters need to be identical or nearly so or it would be obvious 

that they were different.  The above turned legs were fitted into 

the seat and the 3-legged stool was completed. 

 Nick continued his demo by turning a pepper mill.  He placed a 3 

x 3 x 12” piece of cherry between centers and roughed into a 

cylinder.  He turned a tenon on each end to fit the #2 jaws.  Nick 

measured 8” from the headstock and made another tenon.  He then 

parted so that a tenon was on each end of the 8” portion.  The 8” portion would be the 

bottom section of the mill.  He placed this in the chuck and drilled a 

hole 1 5/8” x 3/8” deep (3/8” past the tenon) into the bottom of 

the mill.  Then he drilled another hole  

1 1/16” diameter all the way through the 8” piece.  He drilled the 

hole part way then added an extension for the hole to be drilled all 

the way (as far as possible).  Then Nick reversed the piece and cut 

off the tenon at the tailstock end.  Then he drilled the hole to meet 

the hole drilled from the other end.  After this Nick 

removed the piece from the chuck and placed the top of 

the mill in the jaws.  He made a finishing cut across the 

end-grain and turned a 1 1/16” tenon about 1/8” long.  He made another end-

grain finishing cut up to the tenon.  Using a 7/8” bit he drilled 1/8” into the end 

of the tenon to fit the metal plate of the grinder mechanism.  This was slightly 

enlarged with the Bedan tool.  Using a 17/64 drill bit he drilled through the top 



 

 

portion of the mill.  At this point, he placed the mechanism 

in the wood. The final length of the rod should be º” above 

the top of the wood.  If too long it can be cut to length.  

Nick turned a 1 /58” diameter mandrel and placed the base 

of the pepper mill on it.  Then he cut away the tenon on it.  He 

turned the entire mill to 2 5/8” diameter.  Next he detailed the 

mill was at the joint line between the top and bottom pieces.  This 

joint must fit cleanly together when the mill is completed.  Other 

aspects of the exterior design of the mill can be played around 

with.  The top and bottom were detailed.  Nick inserted the mechanism.  The mill would later 

be sanded and finished for the CMW auction. 

 Then Nick made a secret salt shaker.  He placed a 3 x 3 x 5 ?” piece of cherry 

between centers and roughed into a cylinder.  He turned a tenon on 

the headstock end and placed it in the chuck.  He made a finishing cut 

across the end-grain then drilled a 1 5/8” hole º” deep.  Next he 

drilled a 1 3/8” hole 3” deep beyond the 1 5/8” hole and made a dimple 

at the bottom of the 3 º” deep hole.  Then he shaped the exterior like 

a bullet and parted it off. The chucks were exchanged and the mill 

placed on #1 jaws.  Nick shaped the exterior shape.  Then he placed a 

piece of hard maple in the #2 jaws, turned it to a cylinder and made a 

tenon.  He reversed it in the jaws and turned it to 1 5/8”.  Then he 

made a second cut of 1 3/8”, and turned a funnel shape on the end.  

Next he drilled a 1/8” diameter – 2” deep hole at the center of the 

funnel.  A post was turned ?” in diameter and 2” from the shoulder to the top of the post.  

Nick parted off the end of the post off with a point.  He inserted this into the body of the 

mill and after adding salt it worked! 

 Nick then turned a 5/4” – 10” diameter European Beech plate.  He placed the blank on 

a screw chuck and made a finishing cut to the platter surface.  Using a Bedan tool he turned 

a recess on the bottom for an expansion chuck.   Nick made a foot 4” in diameter and 

shaped the base of the plate.  He reversed it and trued up the edge.  Then he made a 

finishing cut across the face of the plate.  He marked a band about ?” from the edge and ?” 

wide and used the Sorby texturing tool to texture the ?” wide band.  He removed fuzz from 

the textured area with a Scotch Brite pad.  Nick used a point tool to outline the textured 

area, then used a gouge to cut wood away from both sides of the textured area so that this 

area stood proud.  To do the removal from the inner side of the band Nick reversed the 

lathe direction and turned on the other side of the piece.  This prevented skating of the 

tool into the textured area. 

 Nick used cocobolo to color the textured area of the plate by burnishing this area.  

He hollowed the interior using a continuous movement of the tool all the way from the outer 

start of the cut to the center.  Then he did multiple shallow cuts. 

 This completed a very fast moving, detailed and enjoyable demonstration.  A DVD will 

be available in the club library in December 2010.  

           

 
  


